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25th CVF AGM – Ottawa
Message from the President

I will start off by saying that it is a pleasure to be
elected as your President. I look forward to working
with the Executive and especially with all of you, The
Walkers. We have a great year of walking lined up and
now that Gordon has taken over as the Trail Director I
am sure we will have a lot of wonderful walks ahead.

Well the 25th CVF AGM and Convention is over, and it
was quite a weekend!
After all the planning the walkers arrived and the event
started. There were the usual hurdles and hiccups and
bumps that are always part of a convention and in
most cases these were resolved. As normal there were
complaints and some were justifiable, but overall the
event was a success.

I would like to say a big thank you to Gordon Bell for
his three years at the helm and his vision for what the
club can be. I will continue on with this and hopefully
do as good a job.
I would like to say a big welcome to Jaqueline Duck,
the new Vice President. Jaqueline comes to the club
with a lot of vigor and many good ideas and I am sure
that she will be a great asset to the club.
As you all know I have been sending out e-mails
looking for people to volunteer for the many positions
needed to make all of our walks a success. For all the
people that have replied and filled up most of the
positions, I would like to say a really big thank you. I
have asked that if any people want to try the setting
up of new trails for the walks, please let me know and
Gordon will help mentor you on how it is done.
Well once again I would like to say thanks to all the
membership for making this a great club and a special
thanks to the Executive who work hard to make this
club a success.

Yours in Volkssporting,

Bruce Hillier
President
Nepean Nomads

There were over 100 volunteers from the Nepean
Nomads, Ottawa Voyageurs, and Ottawa Carleton
Vollkssport Association who spend long hours ensuring
things ran smoothly. The location provided a
reasonably central location for the events and ability to
get to some of the other 26 YRE events around the
Nation’s Capital. Over the next month the organizing
committee will be putting its after action report
together and recovering from the event.
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change from the big city. The mayor was there to talk
to walkers and although he was warned that about 180
were turning up we ended up with 220 that day.
From a lesson learnt perspective the walks would have
been better run as map walks, but due to financial
constraints that cost was prohibited. Also a big issue
was the inability to get sponsors, even after
approaching numerous different stores, companies etc,
and the committee was only able to get small
donations. The Wrap-up and Lesson Learnt report is
being generated over the next few weeks and will be
submitted to the CVF and sent to any club that is
looking to run the next event

The meet and greet ran into a long standing issue with
conventions, it ran out of food for around 10 people,
but I am sure most of the people who attended will not
argue that there was sufficient food at the Banquet.
The head Chef did an outstanding job of feeding the
400 walkers within 20 minutes! And that the buffet
meal was worth the wait. Our guest speaker from
Walking Adventures gave a wonderful presentation
showing that even in travelling as part of a tour the
walks and experience were truly cultural, a great
learning experience and a great way to make new
walking friends.

Our Sponsors New Balance put on a great walking
seminar and experienced a lot of walkers coming into
the store to do the YRE and browse. The Timothy’s and
Chances R were well frequented by walkers over the
weekend and both locations owners were exceptionally
helpful in making our walkers feel at home.
Finally I would like to thank all the club members for
their long hours and hard work in supporting and
ensuring the success of this event. It showcased the
Ottawa clubs and provided a great venue to meet new
walkers from across Canada and the US.
Gord
Co-chair 25th CVF AGM and Convention Organizing
Committee

Over the weekend there were over a 1000 walkers
participating in the weekend’s 4 walks.

_______________________________________

The Long Walk – Although there were a lot of walkers
it was good to see that there were 11 people who
completed the 38 km trail, including Betty Gallagher’s
12 year grandson.

SILENT AUCTION - CVF
CONVENTION – OTTAWA 2012

President’s Walk – This walk had a good turnout and
the weather was starting to get hot, but there was
enough water provided. The trail was good and the
volunteers at the checkpoint were excellent. Our only
big heartache was the sign-in lines. We also had three
injuries on the day, two people fell and one required a
hospital visit. The last person collapsed after
completing the walk at the college. All have
recovered.
Convention Walk – We took the 350+ walkers by bus
to the Arboretum at Dows Lake and started them off
on their Tulip walk. It was a hot day and even with
extra water it proved a bit too much for a couple of
walkers. Upon completion of the walk the busses were
quickly loaded and people returned to the college. The
walk was enjoyed by most, with the only issue being
the long line-up at the washrooms along the way.
Post-Convention Walk - For those who stayed for
the post-walk convention the warm weather and blue
skies made the day in the village of Merrickville a nice

I would like to take a few moments to thank everyone
who participated with one or more donations. This
THANK YOU goes to the Volkssport Clubs, to
individual "walkers" and "friends" who made the
SILENT AUCTION an enjoyable activity and a success
for the CVF Convention May 2012.

I would also like to take this opportunity
to say a sincere Thank You to
my "Committee" and all the
volunteers who gave their time
and support to make it
worthwhile. The famous result is
$2,464.00. Thank you again to each of
you!

Helene Viel
Chairperson
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OTTAWA 2012 CVF Walking Stats

Hi everyone.
My name is Jaqueline Duck and I am a local artist. For
those who have not yet heard, I have accepted the
position as the new Vice President. Although I have
not belonged to the club for very long, I believe it is
important to be as active a participant as possible. I
look forward to being of some service to Bruce, the
exec and the rest of the club.

Long Walk

PreReg
8
27
111
25
171

Day of
Paid
3
12
40
12
67

252
76
328

63
12
75

3
1
4
407

Convention Walk
10 km
5 km
Total
Total Walkers

218
117
335

37
14
51

2
4
6
392

Post Convention
10 km
5 km
Total
Total Walkers

121
52
173

31
8
39

8
2
10
222

38 km
17 km
12 km
5 km
Total
Total Walkers

Free
5

5
243

President’s Walk
10 km
5 km
Total
Total Walkers

Jaqui

Nepean Nomads Executive
President
Bruce Hillier
613-260-7916
Vice-President
Jaqui Duck

4 dayTotal

1264

Art@duck.ca
Secretary
Anne Pearse
613-656-9603
Club Historian
Ron Gardner
613-225-3250
Treasurer
Angela Stever
613-692-1251
Trail Director
Gord Bell
613-825-7180
Membership Directors
Sally Hare
613-829- 4809
Jane Hare
613-733-6943
Travel Director
Bob Hubbard
613-692-1251
Newsletter Editor
Lorna Giles 613-224-1332

__________________________________________________

One Person’s Contribution
I volunteered to make this small contribution to the
Nepean Nomads newsletter that Lorna is now
preparing.
Each of us 130-some members brings a skill set to the
club, which lends itself to contributions we may make
to the club. Such contributions are essential to the
club, as no president alone, no executive alone, can do
it all, nor should they be asked to do it all. There are
many tasks required by the club, some clearly
identified in the club constitution, and others not yet
thought of. Some of us could make good contributions
in recruiting new members, some of us could be good
candidates for a telephone committee tasked with
checking up on lapsed members, continuing members
not seen in a while, and soliciting volunteers for club
activities, and others could find challenging and
rewarding opportunities in organizing walks, for
example. There is a mix of interpersonal and technical
skills involved in these activities, and there is an
opportunity to “grow” one’s skill set by volunteering
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with the club. We should all consider doing more,
either by volunteering, or by responding positively
when asked.
One area where I have obtained some personal
satisfaction is in planning walks. I thought I would
describe this process so that some of you, who might
also enjoy this activity, may consider making a
contribution by planning walks.
First, let’s assume that you have been asked to plan a
“greenfield” walk in Kanata from a well-known
restaurant. By “greenfield”, I mean that there is no
walk on file for this area. What I have done in the past
is to look at a map of the community. By looking at
the scale of the map, one can conceptualize a ten
kilometer route starting and ending at the restaurant.
Next, I make contact in the restaurant with the
manager, explaining that we propose starting a walk at
the restaurant on a definite date and at a particular
time. Ask if washrooms and parking would be an
issue, and if a registration table might be provided. All
of the restaurant managers I have approached in the
past are only too glad to welcome walkers to the
restaurant. Once you have approval for the event
from the manager, I like to bicycle the conceptualized
route to determine if the route is acceptable. Adjust
the route as required.
Next, I walk the route with my pedometer. I stop
when necessary to write directions and the odometer
reading. When I have walked the route, usually I am
over or under the desired 10 km distance. I reexamine the map, and shorten or lengthen the route
so as to make it 10 km long. This is where having the
pedometer reading recorded at key points will help
with refining distances, as you will be able to tell by
glancing at the map how much distance would be cut
or added by making specific route changes.
Sometimes, when all is said and done, it makes sense
to go with 11 km, or maybe even 12 km in exceptional
circumstances, such as the Munster walk of several
years ago, when use of country roads made coming in
at 10 km impossible. (Having a pedometer is not an
absolute necessity, with GPS being commonly owned
now…..you may have your own, or maybe you and a
friend who has a pedometer or GPS can jointly make
the distance determination.)
It is also about this time that I consider the 5 km
route. Typically, I look at where the 2.5 km point is of
the 10 km route, and find a way back to the start point
that will approximate a total of 5 km.
Next, I go home and write up the instructions on the
computer. There is some challenge in writing
instructions so that all walkers will know where they
are to walk. This is a useful exercise for anyone
aiming to hone his skills in written expression.

Next, I find somebody to “proof” the walk. This person
should take the printed instructions and walk the walk
in my presence. I like to walk slightly behind this
person to note any hesitation while following the
instructions. If there is hesitation, or if this person
makes a suggestion that wording needs correction, I
heed this and try to make editorial changes right then
and there to the satisfaction of the proofer. All the
while I am double checking my pedometer readings.
At this point, typically I will try to do more than I have
been asked to do. Most times I will ask the restaurant
manager if we may draw at the walk for a gift
certificate at his restaurant, or if a discount may be
offered for walkers eating in the restaurant. I have
also, in Kemptville, approached nearby businesses and
obtained varied items, such as leather water bottle
carriers (and even a fruit cake at a well-known nearby
bakery!) for a draw. I do not recall having been
turned down when making such requests. My rationale
for making these requests is that if offering freebies
gets more people out to walks, this must be a good
thing. Not everybody wants to take this step, but it
costs nothing and people do like freebies. We all need
to take action to get participation up, and this is my
humble contribution.
I now go home and make editorial changes on the
computer, then send the walk instructions to the trail
master with contact details of the restaurant, any
particular parking or timing details, and an indication
of freebies the restaurant or nearby businesses have
offered. My expectation is that the club will make the
freebies known to members, again so that more
members might be encouraged to come out and walk.
If necessary, I can also deliver a hand-drawn map to
the trail master as a resource for a map on the day of
the walk.
By the day of the walk, I will have biked the route once
and walked it at least twice, and more often if
necessary. I can claim three distance stamps in my
book for the $2 registration fee when I walk it a third
time on the day of the event, or as many times as I
have actually walked it.
If you think you can contribute to the club in this or
another way, let it be known that you can help, or at
least respond favorably if you are asked. Remember
that there is no way the club president or members of
the executive can do it all, and that a thriving club has
need of many and varied skills. You, in your personal
or professional life to this point, have developed skills
that will help the Nepean Nomads maintain and grow
its strength. Please find a way to use them!

Doug Thompson
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ONCE AGAIN, THE CLEAR BLUE WATERS
OF
“FINGER LAKES”
28, 29, 30 SEPTEMBER, 2012

Welcome New Members!
Barbara Smith
Swift family – Bill, Margaret,
Emily & Kyra
Rita and Shane Fowler
Suzanne Raby
Doug Jose
Jaqueline Duck
Ruth Nobel

Well everyone the following is just some advance info
for the bus trip but actual info for the golf tournament.

As for the bus trip, it was decided at our AGM that we
would be going once again to the Finger Lakes area. I
cannot give you full details as yet, but I will get the full
information out during the first week of July. The
reason I have selected the first week of July is that
Angela and I will be doing a lot of travelling between
now and then and I want to make sure everything is
correct before I publish it. Feel free to give me a call
or email if you have any questions.

As for the golf tournament, it will be held once again at
the Richmond Centenniel Golf Course in Richmond.
The date is Friday, 20 July 2012 starting as usual at
12:30 p.m. I will ask everyone to arrive at 12:00 so
we can get set up. The cost will be the same as last
year, $22.00 AND PLEASE PAY ANGELA WHEN YOU
ARRIVE AND NOT THE GOLF CLUB!!! The BBQ will
be held at the home of Bob & Angela and directions to
our home will be available at the course. Please
remember that this is a FUN TOURNAMENT so come
out and have some fun and guests are also welcome.
Also, if you can not make the tournament you are
welcome to attend the BBQ, which should begin around
3:00pm. Angela and I will be away from 13 June to 01
Jul so do not attempt to reach us during that period.
You can start sending in your names now for the golf
tournament. Directions to the golf course is to take
Richmond Rd directly through Richmond until you pass
the Home Hardware store on your right. Just a few
hundred yards after this, you will see the sign for the
golf course on your left and make the left turn. Go to
the end of this road and turn right and immediately left
and come up to the golf course parking lot on your left.
See you there. LET’S HAVE A GOOD TURN OUT. Our
phone number is 613-692-1251 and our address is 317
Calabar Crt Nepean (Barrhaven).
Bob

UPDATE ON PARKING AT
COLLEGE SQUARE

The parking problem at College Square for the
YRE at New Balance has been solved.
Parking is allowed at the Home Depot, use
the spots in the far left side of the parking lot (near
the garden centre), and then it is only a short walk to
the New Balance Store for the start point. Please do
not park in front of the New Balance Store or the
parking lot because you might be given a ticket by the
Mall Security.

Another option, is to park at New Balance while signing
in and picking up the route, and then parking at Home
Depot and starting off the walk from there. No matter
if you are an “oldie”, if seen walking from a car
towards Algonquin College, it will be presumed you are
a student!

_____________________________________________
Marion Boom has taken over from Lea Tocher as
Awards Co-ordinator but for the time being, send in
books for awards to:

IVV/CVF Awards
PO Box 2668
Station “D”
Ottawa, ON K1P 5W7
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10 MAY 2012 AGM NOTES (as recorded by Secretary
Anne Pearse)
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

60+ in attendance
2011 Stats were provided to members for
Events and YREs. 9651Km covered with more
participation in 10km. 1157 walkers(+7 from
year prior with Manotick event removed)
Year to Date shows 242 out for events (YREs
excluded)
Calendar was published thanks to Bruce who
also does all the Club printing and photos
Members encouraged to submit ideas for walks
for 2012; sanctions required from CVF must be
in place in July so as to ensure no overlap
between Clubs on weekends
OCVA will cease to exist by year end. Hot Line
is gone as too costly. Exchange Pub YRE will
be assigned to NOMADs effective 01 Jan 2013.
MORE Walking Days and World Walking Day
events will be handled by Committee. Monies
are to be split between Ottawa Clubs
Ottawa International Walking Festival will be
held on 22/23 Sept. Scaling down the event
and Running Room no longer involved. Routes
unchanged. Saturday 5/10km; Sunday 542km. Weather should be warmer with fall
colours at peak. Start will be from Britannia
Trolley Station – outdoor covered shelter.
Financial Report provided in hard copy by
Angela. Club is in very good standing.
Volunteer of the Year: 2 recipients are
Lorna Giles, Anne Pearse.

Bus Trip will be 28, 29,30 Sept – After
discussion on few recommendations received
by Bob Hubbard from 3 members a show of
hands selected Finger Lakes area. Price to be
announced once hotel, stops/walks, meal
options verified.
Golf Tournament – Best Ball 9 Hole will be 20
July, 1230pm start at Richmond Centennial
with BBQ following at Steevers`. Fun Day with
prizes.

MOTIONS:
Constitution - Amendments and changes were emailed to the Club for review before the meeting.
Motion formalizing the updated document was made
by Jaqueline Duck; 2nd Jamie Oliver. No discussion.
Vote approved. None opposed.
Elections - Marv as Past President chaired this portion
of the meeting. Gord Bell has been nominated as Pres
of CVF. Remainder of the Executive agree to continue
in current positions as no-one came forward from floor.
President – Bruce Hillier acclaimed. VP remains
vacant (Jaqueline Duck asked for duties and will
consider this job over next week). Trail Director –
Gord Bell agreed to take on this duty. Routes are
being digitized.
CVF Convention - Proxy Vote for President goes to
Gordon Bell. All agreed; none opposed.
Financial - $2200 assigned to the annual Bus Trip
(1st Ron Gardner, 2nd Bruce Hillier – all agreed; None
opposed.
Meeting adjourned.

____________________________________________

Osprey and nest taken by Bob Giles during a walk
in the Kanata area.
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TRIP TO HUNTSVILLE MAY 17 – 20,
2012

After Supper it was onwards for a coffee at the Tim
Horton’s and back to the Hotel for an early evening.

Marian and I left on the morning of May 17th for
Huntsville to do the 3 walks in Huntsville, Bracebridge
and Parry Sound. We went via Renfrew, Eganville and
Barry’s Bay. We stopped in Barry’s Bay for lunch at the
Dixie Lee Chicken, not very good and overpriced, not
recommended. Continuing on through Algonquin Park
we were met by the local wild life, 3 moose having a
snack and posing.

We were up and out early after a delicious breakfast at
the hotel for a drive to Parry Sound to do the 2nd walk
of our weekend adventure. It was a beautiful drive
through the Lake Region and good directions to the
start point for the walk. The weather was excellent for
a walk, not too warm and a little overcast.

Upon arrival in Huntsville and after check in at the
Comfort Inn, we went and did the 5 km walk from the
Summit Centre. This was a very well laid out walk and
a nice break from sitting in the car for 5 hours. The
walk goes through a beautiful roadway on the grounds
of the Summit Centre and then through residential and
downtown.

We had a great time looking in store windows and
checking out the menus at the restaurants. We made
up our minds on Louis II Restaurant and were
extremely happy with the service, quality and price.

Once again the walk was well defined from beautiful
pathways to residential and commercial. Lots of
interesting sights and gardens and we were amazed at
how beautiful the little town was. For an old town it
was very well kept and a delightful place to have a
walk. We checked out the 3 restaurants at the Bay
Street Dock and picked the Bay Street Café. The lunch
was great and the price very reasonable. After a nice
relaxing drive back to the hotel in Huntsville, a little
shopping and an afternoon rest, it was out to Crabby
Joes for a really delicious fish supper. All in all a great
day, but it could not be over until a coffee at Tim’s.
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Once again we were up and at it early Saturday
morning for a drive to Bracebridge to do the 3rd walk.
We had good directions to get there and once again it
was a beautiful setting for the start at the waterfront.
The walk was along a beautiful trail beside the falls
and river, then through residential and commercial.

There was a farmer’s market en route which made for
a nice rest and some light shopping. When finished the
walk we had a light lunch at the local Wendy’s and
then a nice drive back to the hotel in Huntsville. We
went back to the Louis II restaurant that night because
the food and service was so good.

We were up and out early this morning for a drive to
Toronto to go and see the Blue Jays play, a great
game but we lost to the Mets. After the game we got
out onto the Gardiner Expressway to the Don Valley
and onto the 401 and home. It was a wonderful 4 days
and we did 3 nice walks and had a well-deserved rest.
I hope you all get a chance to do these walks, they are
really nice. I also hope you enjoy the pictures that we
took of some of the sights.
Yours in Volkssporting,

Bruce & Marian Hillier
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MILESTONES
EVENTS
3100 Events
David Rupar

950 Events
Donna Sullivan

2300 Events
Kirsten Andreassen

900 Events
Jane Hare

1800 Events
Don Cooper
Joan Cooper

750 Events
Lorna Giles
Susan Osborn

425 Events
Pat Deroche
John Osborn
400 Events
Gord Bell
Lise Tremblay

300 Events
Heather Briggs
250 Events
Pat Booth
Ed Booth

DISTANCE
45000 KM
David Rupar

10000 KM
Douglas Thompson

6500 KM
Linda Douglas

40000 KM
Kirsten Andreassen
Bernice Murphy

9000 KM
Jane Hare

6000 KM
Susan Osborn

8000 KM
Robert Giles

4500 KM
Lise Tremblay

7000 KM
Pat Deroche

4000 KM
Lise Tremblay
Philip Douglas

12000 KM
Lorna Giles
13000 KM
Donna Sullivan

3500 KM
Gord Bell

2500 KM
Pat Booth
Ed Booth
1000 KM
Delores Lydall

2012 YRE STATISTICS - 1 JANUARY TO 31 MARCH
Location

First Walk

Repeat Walk

Free

Total

YRE 3 - Kanata

17

2

2

21

YRE30 - Sportsplex

15

0

2

17

YRE 54 - Manotick

8

0

1

9

YRE 90 - Richmond

10

16

0

26

YRE 92 - Crystal Beach

8

22

0

30

YRE 100 - Greenbank

11

2

0

13

YRE 130 - New Balance

13

14

0

27

YRE 147 - Greenboro

15

6

0

21

YRE 148 - Stittsville

26

8

2

36

YRE 272 - Bridgehead

15

5

1

21

TOTALS

138

75

8

221
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